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College of Eastern Idaho has determined that a worthy and helpful use of HEERF funds to benefit students as they adjust to the impact of the COVID-19 Pandemic on their education, is to offer loaner laptops at no cost to eligible students. As an incentive to students to complete their programs and achieve their degrees and/or certificates, the students may keep the laptops upon graduation. Otherwise, the students will be expected to turn-in the laptops when they discontinue their courses at the College. This is a test and temporary program and may be discontinued or continued at the discretion of the Administration. Laptops will be distributed to qualified students on a “first come, first serve” basis. Details of that process are explained below:

I. Qualification Criteria (Student Affairs)
   A. Student must be degree seeking and registered for 12 credits or more at the time the loaner is requested.
   B. Student must have tuition and fees paid in full or with financial aid funding, or payment plan signed with first payment made.
   C. Student must be in good financial standing with CEI including no past due balances or holds for library fines.
   D. Student cannot have an Admission hold for any missing transcripts. (If a student takes care of hold they can then be issued a laptop if all other criteria are met.)